HEALTHCARE GOES

TO THE CLOUD

What’s Now and What’s Next.
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“By 2020, 80% of healthcare
data will pass through the cloud
at some point in its lifetime,
as providers seek to leverage
cloud-based technologies and
infrastructure for data collection,
aggregation, analytics, and
decision-making.”

IDC Health Insights

CLOUD-POWERED

HEALTHCARE
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R O B O T S
that can lift or set down a

It’s all exciting stuff but where technology

human being from or to a bed or

may be providing the biggest boost

wheelchair — and even assist in
surgeries. Telehealth systems
that bring healthcare to remote

to healthcare delivery is in the cloud.
The tangible benefits aren’t headlinegrabbing like neural-controlled prosthetic
limbs or bacteria-killing lightbulbs.

expenses to operational expenses and more.

areas via video-conferences.
Wearable medical devices, ranging
from glucose monitors and ECG
monitors to pulse oximeters
and blood pressure monitors.

boosting efficiencies, converting capital

Nonetheless, they are significant enough
for many healthcare organizations to move

In this eBook, we discuss some of the ways

— or consider moving — to the cloud.

cloud services are currently benefitting the

In the process, these organizations are

healthcare industry — and their potential

also freeing free up internal IT resources,

for transforming the industry in the future.
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THE BENEFITS OF

CLOUD SERVICES
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W H I L E T H E
H E A LT H C A R E
I N D U S T R Y
COST SAVINGS

was initially slow to adopt cloud services,

With cloud services from a third-party cloud services provider (CSP), capital expenditures

it’s now making up for it. Among the

are reduced because the CSP is responsible for purchasing and maintaining the infrastructure.

biggest drivers of cloud adoption may

Cloud resources, paid for by healthcare organizations as operating expenses, can be used

be the realization that cloud services

when and as needed.

provide the same level of service — if
not better — as healthcare organizations’
internal IT staffs, but at significantly
lower costs.
To handle the diverse, often complex
IT needs of healthcare organizations
internally, in-house IT staffs must acquire,
monitor and maintain all the necessary

FREE UP INTERNAL RESOURCES
The CSP also provides the staff resources, including any special expertise, to maintain
the cloud infrastructure. That frees up the healthcare organizations’ staffs for more
strategic endeavors. Plus, CSPs want to keep and maintain the business of their healthcare
clients. They are more likely to offer the most up-to-date technologies and security —
things that healthcare organizations often struggle to afford.

hardware, software and personnel.

FLEXIBILITY
Oftentimes, those resources aren’t used
at full capacity and sit idle until needed.

The flexibility of cloud services also is a plus. In addition to being able to scale cloud resources

A move to the cloud means getting out

up or down as needed, organizations have the potential to access them anytime, anywhere and

of the data center business and no longer

from any device. For example, in the past many healthcare providers relied on faxed or mailed

paying to maintain the power, cooling,

paper charts for sharing information about patients between practices. Cloud technology

best-of-breed technologies, and other

enables a single point of access to patient information, so multiple doctors can view lab results

data center essentials.

and notes, and collaborate on treatment plans. And, they aren’t restricted to office hours for
accessing information.
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The use of cloud services in the healthcare industry offers
numerous functional benefits.
Among them: broader interoperability and integration. The ability to share information
easily and securely is a critical capability for healthcare organizations, and cloud
services are excellent enablers for this.
Internet-based and typically using standard protocols, cloud services are relatively
easy to connect to other systems and applications. Of course, there can be vendor
contractual and technical impediments. The key is to work with a cloud services
provider (CSP) that specializes in “customized” services and is willing to collaborate
with vendors to develop the most appropriate solution.

MORE BENEFITS

FROM THE CLOUD
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COMMUNICATION AND ACCESS
Cloud services can enable remote anytime, from anywhere access to applications and data via
the Internet using wired and wireless systems. That includes access by mobile devices. Cloud
services can also enable connections to a much larger ecosystem of healthcare providers,
payers, life sciences companies, researchers, and IT solution partners, increasing the potential
for greater collaboration.

LESS STAFF SHORTAGES
The cloud also may help to alleviate complex workforce surpluses and shortages that are
predicted in the healthcare industry through 2030. According to the Forrester Research
report, “Predictions 2018: Digital Will Disrupt Siloed Healthcare Ecosystems,” investments
in AI technologies, robotics and the Internet of Things — all powered by the cloud — may help
close skills and labor gaps for specific use cases.

MORE CAPABILITIES
Cloud services can open the door to new capabilities and services, which can facilitate
personal health maintenance, improve diagnoses, obtain better case outcomes, optimize
healthcare delivery operations and more. For example, cloud-powered intelligent business
process management suites (iBPMSs) and case management frameworks (CMFs) can enhance
healthcare staff cognitive capabilities, in turn mitigating medical mistakes and minimizing
patient adverse events (PAEs).
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Healthcare data stored in the cloud typically resides in a multi-tenant environment and shares
virtualized server space with other customers. With multi-tenancy comes the risk of failure of
the isolation mechanisms that separate memory, storage and routing between the multiple
tenants. Fortunately, most reputable cloud services providers (CSPs) invest in top-of-theline security technologies and highly trained security professionals so the “failure” issue
is a non-issue. Plus, many CSPs also offer single-tenant private clouds, eliminating the worries
associated with multi-tenancy.

LEADING-EDGE SECURITY TECHNOLOGIES
The best among the CSPs that cater to the healthcare sector are cognizant of their
customers’ security concerns. They are likely to have the processes and procedures in
place to thwart attacks, using transparent data encryption, advanced key management,
fine-grained access controls, access logging and other leading-edge strategies. These
same CSPs typically employ vulnerability testing and conduct physical testing to ensure
the integrity and security of their services. With trends like mobility and the Internet
of Things, expect to see new network security tools and embedded security controls
within intelligent switching components that provide more granular visibility into both
application and traffic flow. Traffic shaping, micro-filtering, and data flow control will
become increasingly important.

THE SECURITY AND

COMPLIANCE FACTORS

CSP data centers are also typically
highly secure and well protected
against outsider and insider threats
using administrative, physical and
technical methods implemented and
maintained by expert professional
staff. Medical systems built using cloud
services can provide web access to data,
avoiding the need to store information
on client devices.

S E C U R E
P R O T E C T E D
C O M P L I A N T
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HIPAA COMPLIANCE

CSPs specializing in healthcare also understand the regulatory compliance requirements
specific to the industry and are likely to have ensured the infrastructure supporting their cloud
services complies with HIPAA/HITECH. Under what is known as “the HIPAA final rule,” CSPs
now have greater responsibility for meeting HIPAA requirements as they relate to electronic
protected health information (ePHI). They are also subject to fines for data breaches, making
them much more vested in employing all necessary controls to protect sensitive patient data.
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One of the biggest advantages the cloud offers is its ability to serve as a catalyst
for innovation. Cloud services can provide the flexibility, scalability and costeffective, high performance compute power to help improve medical and clinical
research efforts, provide greater collaboration and access to patient data, support
new digital healthcare services and solutions such as mobile health, telehealth,
smart connected health devices and so much more.

C A T A LY S T F O R
I N N O VA T I O N
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As a result, innovations such as robotic-assisted surgery and physician consultations via
videoconferencing are no longer futuristic thinking. They are reality, and more advances like
them are becoming mainstream as healthcare providers tap into emerging technologies to
optimize healthcare delivery and patient outcomes.
For example, a cloud-powered, tablet-based app is available to help save the lives of at-risk
infants by monitoring them after they leave the hospital. A healthcare company is using the
cloud to pilot innovations such as an internet-connected digital otoscope that can send image
of children’s eardrums to physicians, enabling parents to receive a diagnosis and prescription
without leaving home.

NEED MORE EXAMPLES OF THE CLOUD AT WORK IN
THE HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY? HOW ABOUT:
The use of cloud-powered predictive analytics to identify patients at risk of falls at
home, so case managers intervene to reduce the risk of falls.
A combination of wearable biosensing technology, cloud-based data analytics and
machine-learning capabilities to monitor patients at risk for arrhythmias.
A combination of automated image analysis tools and a user-friendly telemedicine/
cloud-based interface that facilitates faster retinal screening of diabetic patients.
While not the stuff of science fiction, innovations in cloud-based practice management,
medical records and medical image archiving solutions are making differences too. Their
use enables healthcare organizations to offload a wide array of tasks from hospital IT
departments, so they can focus on supporting other operational and clinical support systems.

SPURRING

INNOVATION
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So, what’s next in terms of cloud technologies and healthcare?

The possibilities are wide open, but here

MEDICAL APPS

are some things we may see courtesy of
the power of cloud services.

No time to go to the doctor or for that

ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE (AI)

employer-mandated drug screening?

From virtual nursing assistants to bots that

What about an app that provides a “virtual

can data mine at lightning speed, we’re at

physical”? Already, apps like CareZone

the early stages of testing AI and machine

are helping patients store and organize all

learning in healthcare. While some current

Delivered via the internet and accessible

pertinent notes, documents and appointment

IT infrastructure supports AI efforts, it may

from anywhere, these digital environments

dates related to their care. Meanwhile, Patient

be AI that shapes the IT infrastructure of the

will enable healthcare personnel to instantly

IO enables physicians to program daily tasks

future in healthcare. Look for the emergence

access up-to-date test results and important

for patients based on their treatment plans,

of AI-defined infrastructure (AiDI) that uses

tools to diagnose and treat patients. They’ll

track which they follow and share the

complex algorithms, machine learning and

be able to work from any location and

information with their care team.

artificial intelligence to imbue software-

HEALTHCARE
WORKSPACES

continue to consult with other medical

defined infrastructure (SDI) with intelligence.

personnel even when they aren’t on site.

To really provide value in healthcare, apps are

The result: real-time, self-learning, self-healing

Hosted and managed by third-party

going to need to connect to other apps and

IT infrastructure environments that continues

providers, these workspaces won’t require

devices to gather and exchange information

to learn and connect with other AI-defined

healthcare organizations to worry about

and feed machine learning systems. That’s

environments to expand the knowledge pool.

compliance issues, updating software,

why big data analytics and the Internet of

maintaining hardware, or providing security.

Things will be integral to the success of
future healthcare-centric apps.

NEXT-GEN HEALTHCARE

TRANSFORMATION
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“From virtual nursing assistants to
bots that can data mine at lightning
speed, we’re at the early stages of
testing AI and machine learning
in healthcare.”
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FUTURE READY

HEALTHCARE IT
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How can a healthcare

For healthcare systems contemplating building new facilities, predicting the

organization prepare for a

requirements of healthcare IT necessitates looking beyond just the next year to ensure

future in which technology

W H A T ’ S
N E X T ?

is changing rapidly – and
facilitating rapid changes?

the necessary spaces and resources can be accommodated…that is, if facilities will
be needed at all. The same applies to purchases of IT hardware and software.

THE CASE FOR OUTSOURCING
Not knowing where healthcare IT is going is why many healthcare systems will choose
to outsource. It won’t have to be an all-or-nothing deal. In fact, phasing out of the
infrastructure business may make the most sense for many healthcare organizations.
A hybrid IT strategy offers a good roadmap for that.
It allows for keeping legacy systems as needed, moving certain workloads to the
cloud and gradually enlisting managed services companies to take on day-to-day
IT maintenance and monitoring tasks. It’s likely that Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)
applications will continue being adopted at a high pace. This not only includes
productivity applications like Office 365, but also EMR/EHR systems.
By removing some of the burden of maintaining and upgrading hardware and software,
healthcare organizations can free up their internal resources, and leave the management
of IT assets to companies whose core competency is knowing “what’s next”.

THE US SIGNAL STRATEGY

US Signal understands the IT needs of the healthcare industry and offers strategies
and solutions to meet even the most complex of them. Its industry experience, ability to
customize IT solutions and its investment in HIPAA-compliant, audited IT infrastructure are
among the factors that uniquely position it to help healthcare IT professionals manage and
implement the technology that is transforming the healthcare industry. For information,
call 866.2. SIGNAL or email info@ussignal.com.

